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If you're a Unix system administrator, then the information you need every day just to get your
job done could fill a book--a very large book. But, practically speaking, you don't want to stop
and thumb through a weighty volume each time a problem arises. Your answer is the Essential
System Administration Pocket Reference, the only system administration reference that fits in
your pocket. Concise and easy-to-use, this little book is the portable companion to the classic
Essential System Administration by AEleen Frisch.The Essential System Administration Pocket
Reference is a quick reference to all the fundamental and essential tasks required to run such
divergent Unix systems as Solaris, Linux, AIX, BSD, SuSe, Red Hat, and more. Beginners and
experienced administrators alike will quickly be able to apply its principles and advice to solve
everyday problems. The book is divided into three parts: Commands, Syntax and Their
Applications, Configuration Files and Formats, and Operating System Specific Information. The
information in this book is a must-have for any administrator or user of a Unix system.O'Reilly's
Pocket References have become a favorite among technology professionals everywhere. By
providing a wealth of important details in a concise, well-organized format, these handy books
deliver just what you need to complete the task at hand. When you've reached a sticking point
and need to get to a solution quickly, the new Essential System Administration Pocket
Reference is the book you'll want to have.
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James K. Hoffman, “This book ROCKS!. Ahem. I know this is only the "pocket" version of this
book, but Essential System Administration Pocket Reference is the best system admin book
I've seen in a long time. Now, I'm relatively new to Unix system admin, but I've knocked around
the industry for over ten years now, so I know a thing or two about sysadmin work. Usually,
what I look for in a reference guide is either something quick and simple or with miles and
miles of depth. If I'm new to a system, or I only administer it as a backup or "once in a blue
moon", the quick guides suit me well. In this case, that was precisely what I was looking for in a
Unix system administration guide. Essential System Administration Pocket Reference provides
this to a "T".Without getting bogged down in lengthy descriptions or philosphical discussions of
which tool to use when, this pocket reference lists the basic administration commands, beyond
GREP (though it lists that, too!), with a short description of what it does. It's easier to read than
the MAN file, usually gives me few examples, and I don't have to open a second terminal
window to use it! Seriously, I really reccomend this guide to anyone new to Unix, including
Linux, system administration. Or, like me, is getting back into it for the first time since, well,
since the Dark Ages. It's a great guide or refresher and it literally does fit in your pocket!”

Daniel Snapp, “This is really a must-have book!. I know the phrase "must-have" gets thrown
around a lot, but in terms of System Administration reference: this book *really* is "must-
have".If you are a professional System Administrator (as I am), you will often find yourself
using this book in your day-to-day activities. It can almost always impart quick knowledge in
disaster situations where time is a factor (especially when working on Solaris machines; I can't
stress Solaris enough!).Look at the price. It's (...). That's like nothing (even to the poor,
underpaid, and underappreciated Sysadmin like you and me). As long as you keep this book
handy and not buried under some crap on a shelf somewhere, you will see that it will pay for



itself in man-hours and sanity probably the first time you use it. It has all the rarely-used
commands and stuff that you will most certainly need in your typical "oh crap" scenario (for
*several* different Unix-like operating systems).I should also mention that this book is available
as an iPhone/iPod Touch app for much an even cheaper (something like (...) price. That said,
there really is something to be said for the old-fasioned version. Personall, I bought both
(obviously I didn't get the iPhone app from Amazon). I keep the book on my desk at work nd I
have the quick-loading but less navigable iPhone version one on my person at all times. In a
pinch, or at a remote location, the iPhone version can be immensely useful. For day-to-day (at
work-type) issues, the book simply can't be beat.Bottom line: If you're a Sysadmin who deals at
all with Unix like operating systems, you'd be a fool not to buy this book. If you're one of those
*and* an iPhone owner (I know, Sysadmins are "supposed to prefer Android phones), you
should probably get the app too. You never know when you'll find yourself staring at the
business end of a Sparc qmail server that stopped working and you don't have your book at
the ready.”

J. A. Rodriguez, “Definitely a must, no matter which UNIX variant you use. I brag an LPI-2
certification, but I definitely do not have such expertise in any other UNIX variant, be it BSD,
Solaris, etc. This book covers everything you need to know to understand in a few minutes how
one differs from another and, most important, use any of them with relative ease. And it does
not limit to basic shell usage, that would be too easy. You can even set up a couple of services,
such as Apache & Co., DHCP or DNS, all with some previous experience with any variant and
this book as a translator of sorts. Of course, it may be considered outdated now, but that's why
I'm expecting the new edition.”

Spencer Nassau, “Four Stars. Started a new role and this is my constant companion while
expanding my skill set.”

CAdmiral, “Five Stars. great product, as described.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Useful book. Great book! And it was in a perfect status to be used.”

Ismail D. Haugabook Sr, “I've paid for it. Bit out dated but good review”

Acosta Family, “GOID FOR STANDARD AND COMMON KNOWLEDGE. GREAT BOOK FOR
UNIX ADMINS AND OPERATORS, USES THE MOST COMMON FLAVORS AND
SIMILARITIESGOOD FOR STUDENTS ALSO. MUST READ.”

TB_family, “good for starting out. Having been mostly a point and click operative, I have
recently started to get more into command line in order to push myself into a windowless
environment. I have a remote server that runs with a desktop, but that in itself just adds another
layer of things to go wrong. So I duly converted it over to a server version and jumped right into
the windowless world.I had received a few Unix admin courses and my computer days precede
Windows platforms so I wasn't completely green to the command line. However, there are
many days where I get stuck with a command I don't use too often and don't follow the 'man'
pages, so a book like this becomes very helpful. It gives the main commands, syntaxes and
some examples of use and most of the time it is enough to get me through the problem.There
is a much larger and comprehensive version of this book, but it isn't something you can carry
around with you or slip into your laptop bag. So this book bridges that problem of heaving a



large breeze block around with you. There are times when it doesn't have the command or
explain it completely, but you have to remind yourself that this book is an essentials onlyIt has
been a great help in my steep learning curve and used more than the larger Sys admin book”

Ebook Tops Reader, “I would recommend this seller without doubt. Item as described.”

Gregor Theis, “Extrem kompakte Infos für UNIX Sysadmins. Dieses Buch enthält super viele
Informationen über UNIX Systemadministrationskommandos auf einem sehr kleinen Raum. Ich
dachte, dass ich das Buch als Gedächtnisstütze verwenden kann, wenn mir etwas gerade
nicht mehr einfällt. Peinlicherweise habe ich beim Lesen dieses Buches noch eine Reihe von
Dingen hinzugelernt.Durch die Organisation in verschiedene Themenbereiche z.B. Networking
kann man sich zu diesen Bereichen erst einmal einen Überblick über die Kommandos, Config
Dateien und ggf. Sonderdinge (Device Files usw.) verschaffen.Dieses Buch kann die UNIX
„man"-Pages und auch die Detailbücher zu einzelnen Kommandos bzw. Oberkapiteln nicht
ersetzen, was auch nicht Ziel dieses Buches ist. Es gibt einen schnellen Überblick über die
wichtigsten Optionen und Kommandos mit zum Teil sehr wichtigen Details. Beispiele für die
Anwendung sind kaum oder nicht zu finden. Es ist ein Buch für Fortgeschrittene. Wenn man
System Administration lernen will, sollte man die große Ausgabe dieses Buches lesen und die
Pocket Referenz später mit sicher herumtragen.Mir haben folgende Dinge an diesem Buch
besonders gut gefallen:- die verschiedenen Optionen der UNIX Derivate (Red Had Linux 8.0,
Suse 8.1, Solaris 8 und 9, Free BSD 4.7, AIX 5 und HP-UX 11) werden direkt nebeneinander
aufgelistet- nicht nur die Programme sondern auch die Konfig oder Device Files werden
angesprochen- die Breite der besprochenen Kommandos ist sehr erstaunlich, alle wichtigen
Bereiche (außer der Systeminstallation) werden besprochenEs werden zum Teil in dem Buch
auch GNU Administrationskommandos besprochen.Die folgenden Kommandos zur
Fehlersuche bei Problemen (vor allem bei Anwendungen) haben mir gefehlt:- lsof (list open
files)- truss / strace / trace (Trace von System Calls eines Programmes)- top (CPU und System
Monitor)Der Umfang des Buches mit nur 140 Seiten macht es einfach dieses Buch als
Referenzbuch dabei zu haben. Ich benutze dieses Buch als Überblickswerk und erste
Nachschlage Adresse bei einem Problem.”

Richard, “Excellent reference book must-have.. Great writing, easy to read. Excellent for use as
a reference. Design in such a way that the read can be a beginning programmer or a
multilanguage developer; whereas if you know any other language.”

The book by Thomas J. Donohoe has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 25 people have provided
feedback.
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